Abstract.-Approaches quantifying the relative congruence, or incongruence, of molecular divergence estimates and the fossil record have been limited. Previously proposed methods are largely node specific, assessing incongruence at particular nodes for which both fossil data and molecular divergence estimates are available. These existing metrics, and other methods that quantify incongruence across topologies including entirely extinct clades, have so far not taken into account uncertainty surrounding both the divergence estimates and the ages of fossils. They have also treated molecular divergence estimates younger than previously assessed fossil minimum estimates of clade age as if they were the same as cases in which they were older. However, these cases are not the same. Recovered divergence dates younger than compared oldest known occurrences require prior hypotheses regarding the phylogenetic position of the compared fossil record and standard assumptions about the relative timing of morphological and molecular change to be incorrect. Older molecular dates, by contrast, are consistent with an incomplete fossil record and do not require prior assessments of the fossil record to be unreliable in some way. Here, we compare previous approaches and introduce two new descriptive metrics. Both metrics explicitly incorporate information on uncertainty by utilizing the 95% confidence intervals on estimated divergence dates and data on stratigraphic uncertainty concerning the age of the compared fossils. Metric scores are maximized when these ranges are overlapping. MDI (minimum divergence incongruence) discriminates between situations where molecular estimates are younger or older than known fossils reporting both absolute fit values and a number score for incompatible nodes. DIG range (divergence implied gap range) allows quantification of the minimum increase in implied missing fossil record induced by enforcing a given set of molecular-based estimates. These metrics are used together to describe the relationship between time trees and a set of fossil data, which we recommend be phylogenetically vetted and referred on the basis of apomorphy. Differences from previously proposed metrics and the utility of MDI and DIG range are illustrated in three empirical case studies from angiosperms, ostracods, and birds. These case studies also illustrate the ways in which MDI and DIG range may be used to assess time trees resultant from analyses varying in calibration regime, divergence dating approach or molecular sequence data analyzed.
The fossil record, via the paleontological literature, is being accessed at an unprecedented rate. Indeed, papers citing fossils for use as calibrations generally far exceeds citation by paleontologists. Methods utilizing molecular sequence divergence and fossil calibrations to estimate the timing of lineage splitting and clade origin continue to be forwarded and refined (e.g., Drummond et al. 2006; Rutschmann et al. 2007; Xia and Yang 2011) . Criteria for calibration choice including degree of temporal constraint, phylogenetic evaluation, and other properties of available reported fossils have been proposed (e.g., Hug and Roger 2007; Parham et al. 2012) . These studies specifically address assessment of fossil data prior to analysis. Other approaches assessed sets of fossil calibrations by utilizing their fit with the estimated branch lengths of ultrametric trees during analysis and time tree estimation (Near and Sanderson 2004; Near et al. 2005; Marshall 2008; Lukoschek et al. 2012) or documented the effect of calibrations of uncertain phylogenetic position on confidence intervals of the resulting divergence dates (Lee et al. 2009 ). Fossil records have often been interpreted as unreliable when the perceived mismatch with a given time tree is deemed sufficiently large (Brochu et al. 2004 ). However, there has been only very limited work on metrics to quantify postanalysis this relative fit, or misfit, between time trees and the available fossil record for a given clade.
Four studies (Smith et al. 2006; Clarke et al. 2007; Marjanovic and Laurin 2007; Tinn and Oakley 2008) , have investigated the use of metrics to describe the fit of fossil data and results from analysis of molecular divergence estimates of clade age after calibrations have been selected. Smith et al. (2006) and Tinn and Oakley (2008) propose metrics to reflect the relative fit of sets of recovered molecular dates and fossil data for individual nodes with both sets of temporal information available. Alternatively, Clarke et al. (2007) and Marjanovic and Laurin (2007) utilized modifications of existing stratigraphic consistency metrics to quantify the implied missing fossil record when a broad sample of extinct taxa, including wholly extinct clades, were included along with extant taxa.
Here, we compare previously proposed methods and metrics for quantifying fit between fossil oldest known records (OKRs; Walsh 1998) and molecular estimates of clade age (Smith et al. 2006; Marjanovic and Laurin 2007; Clarke et al. 2007; Tinn and Oakley 2008) and discuss limitations of these approaches. Two new metrics are proposed that differ from previous metrics in the treatment of uncertainty and in discriminating between cases in which fossil-based OKRs are younger or older 2 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY than molecular divergence estimates. One of these new metrics is node specific and the second is used for calculating the total incongruence implied for a phylogeny that includes both extant taxa and wholly extinct clades. These metrics are used to compare among time trees obtained using different methodologies (e.g., penalized likelihood [Sanderson 2003 ] and Bayesian approaches [Thorne and Kishino 2002; Drummond et al. 2006] ), distinct genes, partitioning schema, or sets of calibrations. The joint prior from a set of individual priors based on fossil dates may be at odds with the minimum clade ages the fossils were used to provide . With the exception of simultaneous evaluation approaches (Ronquist et al. 2012) , the primary morphological data placing the fossils are not reassessed. Multiple exemplars of often speciesrich and wholly extinct clades are also not included in time tree estimation. The previously proposed metrics discussed herein are the only published approaches to quantitatively describe the effect of enforcing dates from time trees on, for example, our current understanding of the completeness of the fossil record and the fit of fossil-based priors with posterior estimates of clade age.
To explore the performance of new and previously proposed metrics for comparing fossil and molecular minimum estimates of cladogenesis, we first evaluate time trees for Ostracoda (data from Tinn and Oakley [2008] ) and Sphenisciformes (data from Baker et al. [2006] and Clarke et al. [2010] ). We chose these two case studies because both datasets were previously used to propose the methods and specific metrics reviewed here and because they represent extreme cases. In the Tinn and Oakley (2008) dataset, the majority of recovered divergence dates are younger than the OKRs, while in the Clarke et al. (2010) dataset; most divergence dates are substantially older than fossil-based OKRs. A third case study illustrates how the new metrics may be used together to describe and compare recovered time trees. This example utilizes Nothofagus time trees recovered by Sauquet et al. (2012) in their exploration of the effect of distinct calibration regimes and divergence dating methods on the recovered ages for a targeted set of nodes.
LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING METRICS OF FIT BETWEEN DIVERGENCE DATES AND FOSSIL AGES
Two metrics were previously proposed to quantify the incongruence between fossil-based OKRs and molecular divergence estimates at the nodes in the tree for which both sets of data are available (Smith et al. 2006; Tinn and Oakley 2008) . The first metric assigns each node with fossil and molecular divergence estimates of clade age a score between 0 and 2 based on how many standard deviations (SDs) a compared OKR is from the recovered divergence date (Smith et al. 2006) . A value of 2 is assigned when the OKR is within one SD of the divergence estimate. A value of 1 is assigned when the fossil age is >1 but <2 SDs, and a value of 0 is assigned when the fossil age is >2 SDs away from the divergence date (Smith et al. 2006 ). The Smith et al. (2006) approach was the basis for the ensemble "SEA" score (Tinn and Oakley 2008) that summarizes incongruence present at all nodes within a tree topology for which both fossil and molecular divergence dates are available.
In the computation of that metric (SEA = n 1 Z n n ), n is each node in a topology for which both types of age data are available and Z n is the score (0, 1, or 2) at each node n.
It was recognized at the publication of SEA that this metric has some undesirable properties (Tinn and Oakley 2008) . High scores of SEA typically result from better overall fit among the two sources of data for all nodes compared. However, in situations where there is greater uncertainty around the divergence dates (i.e., higher standard errors), the odds of obtaining higher (i.e., "better") scores are increased (Tinn and Oakley 2008) . Thus, Tinn and Oakley (2008) introduced a second metric, a weighted sum of squares based approach (WSS) intended to be a complementary metric to SEA. Values of WSS can be calculated either for a single node or averaged across the entire tree. In the implementation of (Tinn and Oakley, 2008) , only a single calibration is used at the base of the clade of interest. The equation for
where F n and M n are the fossilbased and molecular-based point estimates for node n, respectively. Unlike SEA, WSS does not take into account the uncertainty associated with the divergence dates. When fossil-based OKRs and divergence dates closely agree, values of WSS will approach 1. Unfortunately a negative WSS score is produced when the difference between the assessed fossil-based OKR and divergence date is greater than the absolute age of the fossil-based OKR. Tinn and Oakley (2008) also noted this systematic bias in WSS scores: it produces inflated values (i.e., closer to 1) when working with absolutely older fossils because the result is weighted by the square of the fossil age.
Other key limitations of both SEA and WSS methods were not previously noted. A first, and primary, limitation is that both methods fail to discriminate between situations in which divergence dates for nodes are older than the fossil-based OKR for a clade vs. situations where divergence dates are younger than these OKRs (Fig. 1) . In one case (Fig. 1a,d ), the divergence date is older than the OKR, consistent with an understanding of the nature of the fossil record as incomplete, fossils as minimum estimates of cladogenesis, and expectations that sequence divergence generally predates significant morphological divergence. In the second case, (Fig. 1c,f) , the fossilbased OKR is identified as an overestimate of lineage first appearance. Divergence dates that are younger than the fossil-based OKRs could only be correct if the fossil record is wrong, and nearly ubiquitous assumptions about the incomplete nature of the record are also unrealistic. Figures 1a-c and 1d-f Notes: AIG = actual implied gap; DIG = divergence implied gap; MDI = minimum divergence incongruence; MIG = minimum implied gap. a Utilizes maximum and minimum fit rearrangements to compute a range (Boyd et al. 2011). of both WSS and SEA, respectively, in situations where divergence dates are older than (Fig. 1a,d ), closely agree with (Fig. 1b,e) , and are younger than (Fig. 1c,f ) the fossil-based OKR. Because the calculation of SEA for a single node is based only on how many SDs the OKR is from the assessed divergence date, it cannot differentiate between situations where the divergence date is older than or younger than the fossil-based OKR (Fig. 1d vs. f). Similarly, because WSS squares the difference between each OKR and divergence date, identical values are produced when the scale of disagreement is equal (Fig. 1a vs. c).
A second problematic characteristic of existing SEA and WSS methods concerns uncertainty associated with both sets of temporal data (i.e., fossil and molecular). Neither SEA nor WSS incorporate uncertainty surrounding the age of fossil-based OKRs into their calculations. Both metrics use a fixed age for the OKR rather than an age range. Incorporating uncertainty in the absolute age assigned to the deposit containing the fossil would involve setting a minimum and maximum possible range of ages for each fossil (i.e., an age range). SEA does incorporate uncertainty in the age of the divergence date into its calculations directly; it asks where the fossil age is relative to 1 or 2 SDs of the divergence date compared. WSS does not consider uncertainty associated with the divergence dates; instead, this metric compares between fixed dates for both the fossil-based OKRs and divergence dates. Accurately representing the uncertainty surrounding temporal data has been shown to substantially affect related metrics utilized to compare the fit of competing phylogenetic hypotheses to the fossil record (e.g., Pol and Norell 2006; Wills et al. 2008 ) and needs to be incorporated into any metric designed to compare fossil-based and molecular-based estimates of cladogenesis.
Two prior studies attempted to quantify the effect that enforcing sets of divergence dates has on the estimated pattern of cladogenesis and inferred missing fossil record across recovered topologies, including all phylogenetically evaluated extinct lineages (Clarke et al. 2007; Marjanovic and Laurin 2007) . This approach lies in contrast with the SEA and WSS approaches which limit comparisons to specific nodes for which both molecular-based and fossil-based dates are available (i.e., clades with extant descendants). A summary of differences between these two approaches is given in Table 1 . For example, Clarke et al. (2007) assessed the effect on the estimated missing fossil record for penguins if molecular-based dates for several dated nodes were enforced (e.g., penguin crown and penguin total group; Baker et al. 2006) . These authors calculated the total implied missing record before and after enforcement of these dates utilizing a stratigraphic congruence metric, MIG range, that sums all implied missing fossil records (i.e., ghost lineages: Norell 1992) given a tree topology and a set of temporal data (Pol and Norell 2006) . Unlike previous approaches utilizing this metric, which was developed to compare differing phylogenetic hypotheses for a single set of fossil-based dates, the topology was held constant while the ages were varied via the insertion of 'anchor taxa' (see below; Fig. 2 ). Marjanovic and Laurin (2007) also defined what they considered a new metric aimed at quantifying the incongruence between fossil and molecular-based temporal data across a tree including an array of extinct taxa. They called this metric the Actual Implied Gap (AIG). They calculated AIG by "counting the branch lengths (in [myr] ) that lie between the first fossil of a clade and its estimated origin as ghost lineages" and then summing "the total length of all ghost lineages" (Marjanovic and Laurin 2007: p. 376) . By this definition, their AIG metric is identical to MIG (i.e., "the total ghost range implied by a given set of stratigraphic ranges on a given tree": Wills (1999) : p. 559), although Wills (1999) did not consider the ghost lineages implied by molecular divergence. FIGURE 2. Analysis of a hypothetical example illustrating how divergence dates are incorporated into DIG range calculations: a) hypothetical phylogeny containing twelve terminal taxa (A-L), b) phylogeny with insertion of anchor taxa (1-4) to constrain the ages of the four nodes (black circles) to the divergence dates. The topology indicating the calibrated nodes and the placement of anchor taxa (grey in b) is given at top; corresponding chronograms are provided below. In the chronograms, temporal data are represented either by black squares (for extant taxa with no fossil history) or by black whisker bars that represent either stratigraphic uncertainty (fossils) or the 95% confidence interval (divergence dates). For (a), values of MIG range are reported (total implied ghost lineages, fossil-based dates only; factoring in stratigraphic uncertainty), while in (b) values of DIG range are reported (taking into account all fossil-based dates and enforcing the set of divergence dates using anchor taxa; factoring in both stratigraphic uncertainty and the 95% confidence intervals). Notes: the chronogram from (a) is underlain in light grey in (b) to highlight differences; visualization also necessitated slightly extending some branches in the chronograms relative to the actual temporal data analyzed in the calculation of the MIG and DIG range values reported. Abbreviations: †, extinct lineage; DIG range, divergence implied gap range; MIG range, minimum implied gap range.
While the explicit definition given for AIG is the same as that for MIG, the manner in which AIG calculations were made raises additional methodological concerns. Marjanovic and Laurin (2007) utilized the Stratigraphic Tools module (Josse et al. 2006) for the program Mesquite (Maddison and Maddison 2005) , supplying their tree topologies and temporal data. When constructing their tree, they required all internal branch lengths to be at least 3 myr (considered a plausible minimum internal branch length based on Laurin [2004] ), an approach that ensured the tree could be easily assessed visually (Marjanovic and Laurin 2007: p. 373) . AIG values were then calculated by hand based on a visual examination of tree using the default scale built into Mesquite, which had a built-in minimum error of ±2 myr for each ghost lineage duration (Marjanovic and Laurin 2007: p. 373 ). Thus, error and internode lengths were similar. Marjanovic and Laurin (2007) also varied topology and sets of sampled taxa when comparing trees, obscuring the relative impact of the change in tree topology and enforcement of the molecular-based dates had on resultant estimates of implied missing fossil record. Additionally, implied missing fossil record was only calculated for those nodes with both molecular-based dates and fossils in common between trees, and ghost lineages for branches collapsed, or unresolved, in a compared tree were not summed. Thus, the influence of each of these changes on the resulting AIG values for the compared topologies was not clear.
As with the node specific metrics SEA and WSS (Tinn and Oakley 2008) , the studies of Clarke et al. (2007) and Marjanovic and Laurin (2007) insufficiently 6 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY incorporated knowledge of uncertainty in the ages of fossil-based and molecular-based dates. Clarke et al. (2007) used the procedure proposed by Pol and Norell (2006) to incorporate the uncertainty in the fossil-based temporal data, which allows the user to define the full range of stratigraphic uncertainty and then iteratively sample from within that range when calculating MIG range. However, they did not use this method for the molecular-based dates compared; instead, they treated each molecular-based date as a fixed age. The study of Marjanovic and Laurin (2007) also treated both minimum clade ages from fossils and the divergence dates as fixed ages, though their study was completed and submitted for review prior to the publication of these range methods in Pol and Norell (2006) .
MDI: A METRIC FOR ASSESSING THE FIT OF DIVERGENCE
DATES AND FOSSIL AGES FOR SPECIFIC NODES We propose a metric, minimum divergence incongruence (MDI), to be computed for nodes of interest for which both OKRs and divergence dates are available. This metric improves characterization of the fit between divergence dates and OKRs at these nodes by taking into account uncertainly in the age of both sources of temporal data and by differentiating between situations where known fossils for a clade are younger or older than their respective divergence dates. MDI takes into account the uncertainty surrounding the age of each fossil using the range method proposed by Pol and Norell (2006) and utilizes the 95% confidence interval associated with the corresponding divergence date ( Fig. 1g-i ). It should be noted that uncertainty surrounding the OKR of a taxon can be based on a variety of criteria, including the age range of the containing stratigraphic unit or via the calculation of confidence intervals for fossil occurrences (e.g., Marshall 1990) , and the preferred method will vary between taxa.
The methodology of calculating MDI varies depending upon the relative ages of the fossil-based and molecular-based dates. When the oldest possible age for the fossil-based temporal datum (F o ) is younger than the youngest possible age for the molecular-based temporal datum (M y ), MDI is calculated as: M y −F o ( Fig. 1g) and positive values are produced. When the youngest possible age for the fossil-based temporal datum (F y ) is older than the oldest possible age for the molecular-based temporal datum (M o ), MDI is calculated as: M o −F y ( Fig. 1i) and negative values are produced. When the uncertainty ranges for the fossilbased OKRs and 95% confidence intervals of divergence dates overlap, a value of zero is assigned to the node to indicate the close fit between these two sets of data.
The ways in which SEA and MDI incorporate uncertainty around the age of molecular-based estimates of cladogenesis differ significantly. While SEA asked whether the OKR lies within 1 or 2 SDs (Tinn and Oakley 2008) , MDI utilizes the reported 95% confidence intervals (or posterior densities). If variance is normally distributed around the divergence date, then the 95% confidence interval is equivalent to 1.96 SDs, making these two approaches relatively similar. However, variance is not expected to be normally distributed in these situations. For example, Baker et al. (2006: table 1) report 95% confidence intervals that indicate variance for the estimated divergence dates is log-normally distributed. Therefore, use of SD of an untransformed log-normal distribution in the calculation of a comparative score may less accurately represent the data, making the use of the reported 95% confidence intervals a preferred approach. It should be noted that ideally, the precise variance would be compared, but this is rarely reported in practice.
As with all other node specific metrics (SEA and WSS), MDI is reported for individual nodes (Tinn and Oakley 2008) . However, in contrast to these other metrics, each node is assigned a negative or positive value that indicates whether the fossil-based OKR is younger (positive) or older (negative) than the molecular-based date. Unlike SEA and WSS, ensemble MDI values are reported by summing only negative scores across nodes and reporting the number of nodes with such scores. Thus, ensemble MDI scores quantify the degree to which compared fossils are recovered as older than estimated divergence dates. Utilizing negative MDI in this way summarizes data that would be incompatible with these fossils actually comprising minimum estimates of clade origin. Summing both negative and positive MDI values would have no discernible meaning and would result in the recovery of "better" scores for trees with more divergence dates that are younger than the compared fossil-based OKRs (see "Discussion" section).
DIG RANGE: A METRIC FOR THE MISSING FOSSIL RECORD IMPLIED BY A GIVEN SET OF DIVERGENCE DATES
A second proposed metric, the divergence implied gap (DIG), is defined as: the sum total of all ghost ranges implied given a set of OKRs, a tree topology, and a time tree taking into account associated uncertainty (95% confidence intervals). DIG reports the total length of ghost lineages implied for all clades represented in a phylogeny. It can be assessed for topologies that include clades with no living descendants. The total increase in ghost lineages that results from enforcing a set of divergence dates can be ascertained by subtracting MIG (Benton 1994; Wills 1999) or MIG range: Pol and Norell 2006) values from DIG (or DIG range) values calculated for the same set of terminal taxa on the same tree topology. To clearly differentiate DIG from MIG, we clarify the definition of the latter metric (MIG) as follows: the sum total of all ghost ranges implied solely by the OKRs of a set of extant and extinct terminal taxa on a given tree topology. As discussed below, MDI and DIG range are intended to be used together, but they differ fundamentally in what they assess and how they are calculated.
CLARKE AND BOYD-METRICS FOR COMPARING TIME TREES 7
Operationally, calculating DIG or DIG range values involves incorporating divergence dates by inserting additional proxy terminal taxa with zero branch lengths, referred to as "anchor taxa," into the original tree topology (Fig. 2b) . For example, in Figure 2b the anchor taxon representing the origin of clade 2 is placed above terminal taxon E, constraining the age of clade 2 to the older divergence date. Because relative missing fossil record is being assessed by comparing DIG and MIG range (rather than a modified MSM* or GER approach; Pol et al. 2004) , altering the size and shape of the tree via the insertion of anchor taxa does not invalidate comparisons of the resulting values. MIG range and DIG range only compare raw total implied missing fossil record values in millions of years; thus, anchor taxa enforce the molecular-based ages, but do not otherwise affect the values calculated. Anchor taxa should not be inserted for molecular-based estimates that are younger than the fossil-based estimates at a given node (i.e., those nodes with negative MDI values) because these dates necessarily cannot increase the implied missing fossil record for the clade under study. As a result, time trees with a large number of incompatible nodes (i.e., nodes with negative MDI values) would be more likely to produce low DIG values, since the impacts of fewer molecular-based ages are being assessed. To counter this issue, we only propose calculating DIG for time trees in which all nodes produce MDI values of zero or higher, making DIG a complimentary measure to MDI. However, in situations where all of the time trees being assessed have at least one node with a negative MDI value (proposed fossil minima older than estimated divergence date; e.g., the Tinn and Oakley [2008] study), strictly enforcing this requirement is not possible if we wish to use these metrics to select a preferred time tree (see "Discussion" and "Case Studies" section for illustration of how these metrics work in concert and potential biases).
When calculating both DIG and MIG, uncertainty in phylogenetic position, fossil ages, and molecularbased dates is addressed in two primary ways. First, both fossil and molecular divergence dates are set as ranges instead of fixed points. For fossils, this range describes stratigraphic uncertainty and is set equal to the minimum and maximum possible ages of the fossil containing stratigraphic unit, or may be set equal to a set of confidence intervals calculated for that fossil age (e.g., via methods described by Marshall 1990) . For the divergence dates, this range is equal to the 95% confidence intervals associated with these dates. MIG range and DIG range values are then calculated as proposed by Pol and Norell (2006) for MIG range. A series of replicates are run and during each replicate a single age is randomly selected from the age ranges defined for each fossil-based and molecular-based date. The highest and lowest values obtained during these replicates are combined to yield the final DIG range or MIG range values. These values incorporate the full range of known uncertainty for all temporal data included in the analysis, assuming a large enough number of replicates are conducted (Pol and Norell 2006) .
DIG and MIG range scores should ideally be calculated from the full set of trees produced by the original phylogenetic analysis, combining the highest and lowest recovered MIG and DIG values into the final range values to describe the degree of phylogenetic resolution present in the original dataset. The effect that uncertainty in phylogenetic position (i.e., presence of polytomies in tree topologies) can have on stratigraphic consistency metrics like DIG range was recently explored (Boyd et al. 2011 ). That study found that when calculating values for the original set of trees is not possible, the ComPoly approach (Boyd et al. 2011 ) should be employed, in which taxa in polytomies in the strict consensus tree are rearranged in two ways: stratigraphic order and reverse-stratigraphic order. The highest and lowest values obtained are combined to form the final DIG and/or MIG range scores. While this is the general method used by Clarke et al. (2007) , Marjanovic and Laurin (2007) resolved polytomies only to maximize stratigraphic congruence (Table 1) .
EMPIRICAL CASE STUDIES

Methods
To compare the descriptive utility of previously proposed metrics and those proposed herein, we calculated the incongruence between fossil-based OKRs and divergence dates reported for Ostracoda (data from Tinn and Oakley 2008) and Sphenisciformes (fossilbased data from Clarke et al. [2010] ). We chose these datasets as both were used in the papers that established the methods evaluated (SEA and WSS: Tinn and Oakley [2008] ; modified MIG range applied to divergence dates, Clarke et al. [2007] ). They also exemplify extreme cases. As discussed below, in Tinn and Oakley (2008) most divergence dates are younger than the OKRs. By contrast, the divergence dates from Baker et al. (2006) are all much older than the OKRs (Clarke et al. 2007 (Clarke et al. , 2010 . Finally, we also evaluated time trees recovered by Sauquet et al. (2012) . That paper considered the effect of distinct calibration regimes and divergence dating methods on estimated divergence dates within Nothofagus.
All three examples illustrate the application of MDI and DIG range to describe and compare time trees. Multiple sets of divergence dates were available for comparison in each study, either owing to the use of multiple methods for estimating divergence dates (i.e., clock, linear/log penalized likelihood in r8s [Sanderson 2003 ], Mean Path Length in PATHd8 [Britton et al. 2006] and Bayesian approaches in MultiDivTime [Thorne and Kishino 2002] in Tinn and Oakley [2008] ), or resulting from analysis of different sets of sequence data with the same method (RAG-1, mtDNA, combined dataset of Baker et al. [2006] ). In Sauquet et al. (2012) both calibration regimes and methods (i.e., ML-PL utilizing r8s [Sanderson 2003 ] and Bayesian analyses in BEAST Values of the node specific metrics MDI, SEA, and WSS were calculated for all sets of dates reported in the Spheniscifomes and Ostracoda datasets (Tables 2  and 3 ). Ensemble SEA and WSS values were also summarized across the entire tree for each of these analyses and compared to the values of DIG range obtained for each tree (Table 4) . For the sphenisciform data, values of MIG range (maximum and minimum age taking into account uncertainty in phylogenetic resolution and the fossil-based ages) were calculated for comparison to the resulting DIG range values (implied missing fossil record with the same minimum and maximum fossil-based ages and address of polytomies, but enforcing divergence estimates using the 95% confidence intervals) ( Their approach prevents a situation where a single fossil OKR influences the minimum divergence age for numerous nodes on the tree. However, it does not prioritize consideration of all of the fossil evidence available to constrain minimum clade age (e.g., the oldest known part of a given clade). For this study, all values were recalculated using the maximum OKR for a clade, and the modified node ages used for reanalysis are noted in Table 2 . Uncertainty in the age of the OKR was not reported by Tinn and Oakley (2008) . To be able to compare the performance of SEA, WSS, and MDI for the Tinn and Oakley (2008) dataset, uncertainty in the age of each fossil was approximated by setting the age range equal to the temporal range of the geologic stage of the OKR. While ideally these age ranges should be further constrained by data on uncertainty in the assessment of the age of the containing deposit, use of this proxy allowed us to compare the metrics without taking on a detailed reassessment of the ostracod fossil record.
In the analysis of the sphenisciform dataset, fossilbased OKRs and divergence dates were both available for seven nodes in the tree. Values of SEA, WSS, and MDI were calculated for these seven nodes (Table 3) , while values of DIG range included the entire tree (Table 4) . Online Appendix 1 lists the age data utilized in the MDI and DIG range calculations. The phylogeny utilized for extinct and extant taxa is from Clarke et al. (2010) . The combined analysis from that study included the data (RAG-1, mtDNA data) generated by Baker et al. (2006) . Only nodes recovered by both Clarke et al. (2010) and Baker et al. (2006) and dated in the latter study were evaluated (i.e., 16 out of the 20 nodes dated). Sauquet et al. (2012) evaluated the effect of different calibration regimes on resultant time trees. Calibration regimes included sets of phylogenetically vetted or apomorphy-referred fossil records deemed "safe" by the authors, combinations of these records with "risky" fossil calibrations, as well as the use of vicariance events Notes: Fossil age data is from Clarke et al. (2007 Clarke et al. ( , 2010 and papers cited in online Appendix 1, http://dx.doi.org/ 10.5061/dryad.0vk92. Time tree node ages are from Baker et al. (2006: Table 1 ). MDI = minimum divergence incongruence (this study); SEA = method of Smith et al. (2006) ; Std = SD; WSS = weighted sum of squares (Tinn and Oakley 2008) . a SD estimated using the reported means and 95% confidence interval from Baker et al. (2006) for the purpose of calculating WSS (though see text). The symbol (-) indicates that WSS could not be computed because this method requires a non-zero fossil age and no fossil records for these extant species were available. Abbreviations: see Table 2 .
and single secondary calibrations. Posterior probabilities on clade age were assessed for 30 analyses, 15 calibration approaches evaluated in r8s (ML-PL) and BEAST. We compared the set of "safe" fossil OKRs utilized in that study (reported for 14 nodes [A, B, C, D, E, F, G, I,J, K, M, N, Q, and U]: see Table 2 in Sauquet et al. [2012] ) to each recovered time tree and calculated ensemble MDI. DIG range was only compared for those nodes with 0 incompatible (negative) scores in MDI comparison, again using only the phylogenetically vetted and apomorphy-based "safe" fossils OKRs. Both 95% posterior densities and uncertainty for the fossil dates were reported by Sauquet et al. (2012) , allowing the use of those data in our calculations. Tinn and Oakley (2008) are shown in Figure 3 . Nodes for (2008) which both fossil-based and molecular-based estimates of cladogenesis were available are labeled in Figure 3 and listed in Table 2 , with the numbering matching that used by Tinn and Oakley (2008: figure 1 ). In Tinn and Oakley (2008) As assessed with MDI, the penalized likelihood (linear) analysis in r8s and the Bayesian MultiDivTime analysis produced the ostracod time trees most congruent with the fossil record. The MDI values for these two analyses were substantially lower than all other analyses, indicating a "negative missing record" of −701.36 and −735.55 myr, respectively (Table 2) . However, in the Bayesian MultiDivTime analysis only 9 (of 20) nodes analyzed underestimate the timing of cladogenesis, and for 10 nodes the uncertainty surrounding the fossil-based and molecular-based temporal data overlap. For the penalized likelihood (linear) analysis in r8s, 12 (of 20) nodes underestimate the timing of cladogenesis with only 2 nodes displaying overlapping temporal data ( Table 2 ). The other three time trees had between 15 and 18 younger-than-fossil node ages and a total MDI ranging from −1051.43 to −2719.42 myr. The worst fit was obtained from the "clock" time tree (18 nodes; −2719.42 myr).
Results
Data from the penalized likelihood (linear) analysis of
Moving to the sphenisciform analysis, none of the divergence dates from Baker et al. (2006) underestimate the timing of cladogenesis implied solely by the fossil record and tree topology, as indicated by the positive MDI values obtained for each node (Table 3) . Because none of the divergence dates were younger than the fossil-based dates for the nodes, ensemble MDI values were not computed because only negative scores are summed when describing fit across the entire tree. In this regard, that dataset represents an opposite case from the Tinn and Oakley (2008) dataset and here MDI at individual nodes, SEA, WSS, and DIG range values are compared. All nodes analyzed for the sphenisciform tree produced SEA values of 0 regardless of the set of molecular-based temporal data used (Table 3) because most of the divergence dates are substantially older than those implied by the fossil record (Figure 4) . However, congruence between the two sets of temporal data is reasonable at some of the individual nodes, with some nodes (e.g., node 2) producing low values for MDI and high values for WSS (Table 3) . WSS values calculated for the total time trees are negative because, on average, the mean divergence dates are more than twice as old as the mean fossil-based dates, indicating a poor fit to the fossilbased data. Divergence dates resulting from analysis of the combined RAG-1 + mtDNA dataset have the least negative WSS values (−0.93). The RAG-1-only WSS score is similar (−0.98) with the mtDNA-only dataset producing the poorest fit by this measure (−1.18: Table 4) .
Comparison of the MIG range and DIG range values for the sphenisciform dataset indicates that enforcing the molecular-based estimates of cladogenesis approximately doubles the amount of implied missing fossil record for the clade, regardless of the molecular 12 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY FIGURE 3. Chronograms comparing (dashed) the ostracod time tree from the penalized likelihood results (lin, r8s; Tinn and Oakley 2008: figure 1 ) and (solid) estimates of cladogenesis based on a minimum fit to the fossil record utilized by those authors with adjusted minimum clade ages (see "Methods" section). As assessed with MDI, the penalized likelihood (lin) analysis in r8s and Bayesian MultiDivTime analysis produced the time trees most congruent with the fossil record; MDI values were substantially lower for these two analyses than all other analyses. MDI for the penalized likelihood (linear) analysis were least negative, but 12 (of 20) nodes yield molecular dates younger than the fossil minimum ages with only 2 nodes displaying overlapping temporal data. In comparison, the MultiDivTime time tree contains only 9 nodes that are younger than the fossil minimum ages (Tables 2 and 4 ). The previously proposed metric WSS preferred the Pathd8 tree, which had a highly negative MDI value and 15 molecular estimates younger than fossil minima. Numbers next to the 20 compared nodes for which both fossil and molecular-based estimates were available reflect the referenced node numbers (1-30) in Tinn and Oakley (2008) and are cited in Table 2 . Grey boxes represent 1.96 SDs to approximate 95% confidence intervals for each molecular date because Tinn and Oakley (2008) did not report 95% confidence intervals. dataset used (Table 4) , which agrees with the results obtained by Clarke et al. (2007: p. 11549 ). However, utilizing DIG range to compare the relative fit of dates inferred from the molecular datasets provides insight beyond this previously reported result. Enforcing the dates from the mtDNA only dataset implies the greatest missing fossil record, followed by the combined RAG-1 +mtDNA dataset (Table 4 ). The RAG-1 dataset exhibits the closest fit to the fossil-based dates, resulting in a DIG range of 499.15-927.89 myr (Table 4 ). Chronograms comparing (dashed) a penguin time tree when enforcing dates from Bayesian analysis of the combined RAG1+mtDNA dataset of Baker et al. (2006: table 1) and (solid) estimates of cladogenesis based on a minimum fit to the fossil record (see online Appendix 1 for fossil ages). The divergence of penguins from Procellariformes is indicated with a circle (node 2) and the penguin crown clade is indicated by a star (node 3). Grey boxes represent the 95% confidence intervals for each divergence date. The RAG-1-only time tree yielded the lowest estimate of DIG range followed by the combined RAG-1+mtDNA time tree (shown). The combined data time tree was utilized by Clarke et al. (2007) in their proposal of a precursor metric to DIG range (Table 1) . Node numbers are from Baker et al. (2006: Sauquet et al. (2012) chose not to make recommendations concerning specific calibration strategies or dating methods, instead focusing on the need to evaluate sets of calibrations and approaches as another way of bounding uncertainty on recovered time trees. Significant differences in the posterior probabilities of clade ages were recovered under distinct calibration regimes and with distinct methods (Sauquet et al. 2012) . Comparing MDI values across the 30 analyses shows that six analyses did not yield any divergence dates younger than the any of the 14 "safe" OKRs (Table 5; BEAST analyses with calibration sets 1, 3, 4, and 6; ML-PL with calibration sets 1 and 4). Unsurprisingly, these six analyses included one calibration regime (1) that used the total set of 14 fossil OKRs considered "safe". Two other calibration regimes used sets of these "safe" calibrations but with the addition of calibrations deemed "risky" (4, 6) and one used a subset of "safe" calibrations only for the outgroup (3). The rest of the 24 analyses yielded at least two clade ages younger than these 14 fossils.
DIG range values quantifying implied ghost lineages are computed for analyses with no nodes younger than fossil records. The implied increase in missing fossil record for all six of the time trees when compared to the minimum fit tree (MIG) was relatively low (e.g., compare the sphenisciform results) comprising a small percent of the DIG range. The minimum estimates of implied missing fossil record for the six time trees compared ranged from 1642.3 to 2078.2 million years of missing record across the clade compared to a MIG range of 1228.2-1297.1. Calibration set 1 in r8s (ML-PL), which used all 14 "safe" fossils as calibrations, yielded divergence dates minimizing the implied missing fossil record for these compared nodes. Calibration sets 1, 3, and 6 assessed in BEAST yielded only slightly higher minimum values, though the range of DIG values are broader for the BEAST analyses than the ML-PL analyses (Table 5 ).
In the BEAST time trees, as expected, some minimum molecular age estimates approach the fossil calibration minimum age, but they were never identical. However, the reported r8s (ML-PL) results sometimes included a single molecular divergence date (i.e., not a range of possible ages) that was equal to the minimum age of the fossil calibration. The latter situation resulted in a narrower DIG range for the ML-PL analyses than the BEAST analyses (Table 5 ). R8s (ML-PL) analyses also often yielded narrower confidence intervals for the molecular ages than BEAST. This characteristic also resulted in less inclusive DIG range values for ML-PL analyses than for BEAST analyses for the same scenario (Table 5) .
Discussion
While the case studies discussed herein serve to illustrate differences between the new and previously proposed metrics, they also highlight particular models or datasets that better fit the compared fossil records. Due to the nature of the datasets chosen, the first example illustrates use of MDI, the second, DIG range, and the third how these metrics may be used together. Penalized likelihood (linear) analysis in r8s and the Bayesian MultiDivTime analysis yielded ostracod time trees most congruent with the fossil record as assessed by MDI (Table 2) . Of these two best-fit time trees, the MultiDivTime analysis had the fewest estimated divergence dates younger than compared fossils and the most nodes with overlapping confidence intervals. If the methods proposed here were utilized to choose among time trees, the MultiDivTime results are to be preferred. By contrast, PATHd8 results were preferred by the previously proposed metrics (SEA, WSS; Tinn and Oakley 2008) (Table 4) .
In the penguin case study, MDI values were all >0, and comparison of DIG range values for time trees from analysis of distinct molecular datasets highlights that the RAG-1 dataset marginally fit the known fossil record better. DIG highlights the difference among datasets in the implied incompleteness of a fossil record considered to be one of the best within Aves (Fig. 4) . Enforcement of divergence dates changed the perceived shape of early stem penguin diversification, indicating apparent explosive radiation of all stem group penguins in the early Paleogene (Clarke et al. 2007 ). While there were only a small number of fossils relevant to calibrating a penguin time tree comprised of only extant species, there was a rich fossil record with more than thirty wellpreserved fossils whose relationships were resolved in phylogenetic analyses. Enforcing even a small number of divergence dates modified the hypothesized minimum age of cladogenesis for numerous species-rich extinct clades in the tree. DIG values draw attention to major differences in the estimated pattern of early penguin diversification with the enforcement of small number of estimated divergence dates for the crown.
Analysis of the Sauquet et al. (2012) dataset examined differences in fit among calibration regimes and distinct methods. The phylogenetically vetted fossil OKRs deemed "safe" by these authors were compared to resultant time trees. Only 6 of the 30 analyses from that study required that none of these fossil OKRs be an incorrect minimum estimate of clade origin. Seven analyses utilizing a single secondary calibration and one vicariance-based approach with six calibrated nodes recovered no fewer than eight node ages significantly younger than the "safe" fossils, and several analyses required nearly all of the 14 fossils to be incorrectly assessed minimum estimates of clade age.
We agree with Sauquet et al. (2012) in their conclusions that the basis for use of a fossil as a clade age minimum should be specified and that the effect of calibration regime on node age estimates should be fully explored. To this we add that consideration of the number of underestimates of clade age may be another useful descriptor of time trees. While we were only able to compare estimated likelihoods for the BEAST models, they are very similar (≤ 2 Bayes Factors difference; Table 5 ) but, as noted, vary markedly in how many prior hypotheses about fossil placement must be wrong for estimated divergence dates to be correct.
Unsurprisingly, MDI scores highlight that fit with the fossil record is more commonly, but not exclusively, yielded by analyses including these same "safe" fossils as calibrations. These models yielded a better fit regardless of approach (ML-PL or Bayesian) used. To prefer models that included all of the compared "safe" fossils based on MDI score would be circular. However, they serve as a base in this case to compare the rest of the results. Of the four analyses where from 4 to 10 of these 14 safe calibrations were deployed, variably with other "risky" calibrations, only two yielded time trees requiring no divergence estimate to be younger than the compared OKRs. Which analysis was recovered with no negative MDI values varied by estimation method (ML-PL calibration set 3 and BEAST calibration set 6) but both used only outgroup calibrations. Interestingly, analyses that only used ingroup calibrations (scenarios 2 and 5) consistently recover divergences in the outgroup younger than "safe" outgroup fossils.
In this case, while MDI was a a useful descriptor of the fit of distinct models to the set of vetted fossils, DIG was less useful; as predicted, the models with all of these fossils included as calibrations showed a better fit, but differences in DIG range were limited (e.g., differences among all six time trees approximated differences from MIG). As treated in the Results, marginal differences in DIG range values may not be as informative, especially when comparing results from different dating methods.
Conclusions and Perspectives
There has been extensive discussion of fossil calibration choice, divergence dating methods, and cross-validation approaches, but few attempts to quantify the fit of estimated time trees to the known fossil record after calibration. Some might question whether this is appropriate or desirable. If fossils are carefully chosen and vetted for analysis then why should they or other fossil records be compared after time trees are generated? Or, why should the misfit between minimum ages used as priors in analysis be compared to posterior estimates of node age (e.g., via DIG range)? We believe that proposed fossil oldest known occurrences constitute prior hypotheses concerning the clade of interest and knowing how many of these hypotheses must be positively false for a time tree to be true is worth quantifying. Comparisons among time trees of the implied extent of missing fossil record in a clade may additionally productively inform estimates of the relative quality of this record or the degree of incongruence in hypotheses concerning the timing of radiation.
We recommend using the metrics MDI and DIG range to quantitatively compare congruence between the fossil record and multiple sets of divergence dates involving distinct calibration sets (e.g., Douzery et al. 2003) , different methods for implementing fossil calibration points (e.g., Yang and Rannala 2006) , different molecular clock models (e.g., Douzery et al. 2004; Tinn and Oakley 2008) , or for comparing different sets of molecularbased temporal data generated using different genes to date the same clade (e.g., Baker et al. 2006) . Ultimately, interpretation of MDI and DIG range scores will depend All methods so far proposed to model fossil preservation and recovery indicate that the earliest part of a clade is least likely to be recovered (e.g., Marshall 1997 Marshall , 1998 Weiss et al. 2003) . The probability of fossilization early in a lineage's history is expected to be lower as the lineage either would not be widespread and individual-rich (e.g., Marshall 1998), or it would not be morphologically distinct (Cooper and Fortey 1998) . The proposed systematic effect of hard part sampling in the rock record on the phylogenetic placement of fossil calibrations also supports the use of these fossils as minima (Sansom and Wills 2013) . Indeed, proposed taphonomic models also consistently focus on assessing the extent of an older missing or unsampled fossil record (e.g., Behrensmeyer et al. 2000 , see also discussion in Near et al. 2005) . If this characterization of the fossil record is assumed to be correct, then time trees with the best MDI (i.e., fewest incompatible nodes with fossil OKRs predating estimated clade origin) should be preferred.
DIG values quantify how much of the fossil record of a clade is not yet known. We would expect better explanations of the data to minimize these values. This metric differs importantly from MDI, and must be seen as secondary to it, as poorer fit as assessed in DIG range does not require any of the published hypotheses concerning the fossil record to be wrong. DIG range values are also sensitive to the absolute age of the clade under consideration in a way that the number of MDI-assessed incongruent nodes is not. Furthermore, as we discuss, comparison of DIG range among time trees generated by different divergence dating methods should take into account potential systematic differences in the breadth of associated confidence intervals (see "Discussion" section).
The metrics proposed herein may be used in conjunction with similar previously described metrics (e.g., SEA, WSS), but have additional benefits. In particular, they are the first metrics that take into account both stratigraphic uncertainty in both fossil age and confidence bounds on the molecular dates as well as distinguishing between cases in which divergence dates are younger than or older than the known fossil record.
All of these metrics differ from other approaches that have assessed the fit among a set of calibrations and ultrametric trees in the process of time tree estimation (e.g., Near et al. 2005) . The ways in which they differ illuminates the intention behind their development. First, they are applied descriptively after a set of calibration regimes are chosen based on criteria that assess the fossil data themselves (e.g., phylogenetically vetted, apomorphy-based referral) and are not intended to inform decisions about calibration choice. Incompatible nodes, as assessed in MDI comparison, are not interpreted as implying that the fossil records are unreliable or need to be excluded from analysis. As shown here, the number of incompatible nodes can vary markedly among analyses with the same calibration set but differing in divergence dating approach (Table 5) . Aspects of the model, the shape of prior associated with a given fossil-based minimum age and other aspects of analysis equally may be involved in explaining the observed misfit. While simultaneous estimation of a time tree of life including all fossil and extant taxa is ideal, we hope in its absence that these metrics might be used to quantify our improvement in generating hypotheses that can explain both sequencebased branch lengths and the often separately assessed data from the fossil record.
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